INHERIT WORKSHOP
26 September 10:00 -16:00

Location:
Rue de la Loi 42
1040, Brussels, Belgium
Loubna@l42.be

Tell us: how can we achieve healthier and more sustainable lifestyles in Europe in 2040?

Draft Programme

10:00-10:30 Welcome and introductions
Caroline Costongs, Director EuroHealthNet

10:30-10:45 A healthier and more sustainable future for all: overview of INHERIT
Ingrid Stegeman, Programme Manager, EuroHealthNet

10:45-11:15 Key note: Four scenarios 2040
Rosa Strube, Project Manager, Collaborating Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production, Germany (CSCP)

11:15-12:30 Building the foundations –how can we get there?
Interactive plenary discussions to identify broad policy measures needed to achieve the scenarios

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 13:45 Planning for the future: relevant EU policy roadmaps
Cristina Chiotan, Senior Policy Coordinator, EuroHealthNet

13:45-15:00 Building the foundations –what must happen?
Group discussions to identify more specific policy interventions needed to achieve the scenarios

15:00-15:45 Our ‘policy route’ to a healthier and more sustainable future
Presentations and reflections on findings and the emerging ‘policy route’ map

15:45-16:00 Round up, reflections and next steps
led by Caroline Costongs, Director EuroHealthNet